
 NOTE:  These plans are courtesy of  Rob Abbott and we thank him for sending along copies.  Unfortunately, the last page from 
the article is missing......fear not......Rob has sent along these additional notes to help in the completion of this boat.

“The only outstanding items are to fiberglass and  tape the seams with 3” tape, paint and  attach the steering pulleys and cables 
(to structural members such as #1 frame, sheer clamp or transom, not decking, unless backed up with a large block.

 A couple of plan suggestions/enhancements I suggest are:

   - A limber hole in #1 Frame bottom.
   
 - Removable drainage/inspection plugs in sponson end blocks
  
 - Transom handles and a bow handle for lifting, mooring, and tie-down.
  
  - An optional design, where two plywood panels either side of the motor board, on the same plane/slope be added extending 
right to the side planking.  This would create two wedge-shaped cavities between it and the transom, either side of the structural 
part of the motor board, which could be filled with rigid or expanding foam providing some needed positive flotation to the 
transom, should it become swamped.Otherwise just the nose of the boat will bob above the water.  The stylish swoop of the side 
panel would have to be replaced with a straight line. Alternatively, or additionally, a partial panel could be applied over the 
outside of, and between, the sheer clamp and chine near the rear quarters, and the coutside of, and between, the sheer clamp and chine near the rear quarters, and the cavities filled with foam, or just sealed airtight. 
In this case, the front edge of the panel could be swooped and the end block recessed to simulate a ram air intake.
  
 - Simple little quarter knees at the transom - sheer clamp joint, or even just plywood corner gussets on top, would really help 
transfer the force of the engine thrust and slightly increase the effective freeboard at the back.
  
 - Rather than mess around with the sawdust and glue mixture for some of the less than perfect joints. Construction adhesive is 
cheap, fills gaps, and waterproof (it makes a mess though so it shouldn't be used if you plan to varnish.
  
 - A couple of bilge battens, or compression struts (ala Minimax), wouldn't go amiss here to keep the bottom under the driver 
from oil-canning.

  - A sloped transom that incorporates the motor board, to me, would be easier than the plumb one with the separate motor 
board.  In Figure 2,  the bottom of the transom would have to be bevelled to 77.5 deg (vs90),  the sides to the transom would have 
to be raised from 11 1/4" to 11 1/2", and the centre section raised from 14 " to 16 ".

  - Foam swim noodles, or pipe insulation, slipped over the sheer clamp would provide some welcome cushioning.”


